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About roltA
For over twenty-five years ROLTA has supported organizations around the world in achieving their goals for growth, efficiency and 
operational excellence. We help our clients gain valuable insights into their business and deliver innovative solutions that have a 
lasting impact.  ROLTA offers a value-based approach to service delivery and comprehensive services to support Oracle applications 
and technology. ROLTA software compliments Oracle solutions to enhance the overall value of our client’s investment in technology 
to maximize productivity while optimizing TCO.

Most organizations today understand the intrinsic value of having ready access to quality, up-to-date information. 
When management and line-of-business users are better able to access and analyze critical business data, they 
are able to make informed decisions and seize opportunities to optimize costs, maximize profitability and generally 
help their companies operate more efficiently. Yet, many IT departments struggle to deploy effective business 
intelligence (BI) solutions. Constrained budgets, project plans that are too broad in scope and poor tool selection 
have all played roles in impacting BI initiatives. As a result, the status quo maintains. Data remains isolated in 
disparate systems, burdening IT to fulfill time-consuming reports and requests for analysis while critical business 
decisions remain on hold. To address these challenges, companies need cost-effective, yet comprehensive BI 
solutions that fit within constrained budgets - ones that can be implemented in a straightforward fashion to achieve 
quick ROI for line-of-business users. Oracle BI Solutions from ROLTA meet these needs and create a lasting impact 
on the business.

business intelligence cApAbilities 

orAcle consulting services
Oracle Business Intelligence Foundation Suite
OBIEE 11g 
Oracle Business Intelligence (BI) Publisher
Oracle Essbase
Data Warehousing 

business AnAlytics
Human Resources Analytics
Finance Analytics
Procurement Analytics
Meter Data Analytics

ROLTA OneView™ Operational Analytics

MArkets we serve 

Banking
Investment Management
Insurance
Manufacturing
Retail
Oil & Gas
Chem/PetroChem
Utilities

orAcle AlliAnce
ROLTA is an Oracle Platinum partner with specializations in applications, technology, industry, and staffs over 500 Oracle resources 
in North America and over 1,000 worldwide. Oracle has recognized ROLTA with an Oracle Partner Solution of the Year award in 2002 
and 2004, and ROLTA has received 5 Titan Awards - two in 2007, two in 2008 and most recently in 2011. 
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Business Intelligence:
Create Valuable Insights 
Enterprise Data


